The problem of nding the maximum radius of n non-overlapping equal circles in a unit square is considered. A computer-aided method for proving global optimality of such packings is presented. This method is based on recent results by De Groot, Monagan, Peikert, and W rtz. As an example, it is shown how the method can be used to get an optimality proof for the case n = 7, which has not earlier been published.
Introduction
We consider the problem of nding values of r n , the maximum radius of n non-overlapping equal circles in a unit square. An equivalent problem is that of spreading n points in a unit square so as to maximize the least distance between any two points; the maximum is denoted by d n . Circle packings in other geometrical objects such as, for example, equilateral triangles 4] and circles 6] have also been considered recently. For a thorough discussion of solved and unsolved packing problems, see 1, 3] .
Although packing problems have a long history, packing circles in a square has been considered in the mathematical literature only since the early 1960s, when the problem was raised by L. Moser 9] . A packing of circles with maximum radius (and the corresponding spread of n points) is called optimal. During the last three decades, optimality proofs for n 20, n = 25, and n = 36 and good packings of other values of n have been published; see 2, 5, 10, 12] and their references.
Proofs for most of the optimal packings for 10 n 20 were recently obtained in 2, 12] . These proofs involve extensive use of computers and cannot be checked by hand. In this paper we intend to further develop this technique. Our method has enabled us to extend the number of circles up to 26. Due to lack of space, these results will be published in a forthcoming paper 11].
In Section 2 the computer-aided method used to prove optimality of packings is presented. In Section 3 we show how this method can be used to obtain a proof for the case n = 7; the fact that this case has been proven was reported already in 13] but the proof has never been published. Some other results are also brie y mentioned.
2 A Computer-Aided Method for Optimality Proofs
Overview of the Method
We consider the problem of spreading n points in a unit square. The method used is based on that in 2], but contains some modi cations. The last step is the least convincing in 2]; we hope that our method will convince the reader that the results are correct, assuming that the computer programs are correct. In the rst step, the square is tiled in such a way that two points of an optimal packing cannot be in the same tile (using a lower bound on d n obtained from the best packing known). The shape of the tiles is irrelevant, we use square or rectangular tiles. We now consider all possible ways of choosing n of the tiles; the number of combinations is reduced by taking symmetries into account. In the second step, the combinations obtained in the rst step are considered, one by one. Areas of the tiles that cannot contain a point are eliminated, nally leading to elimination of most of the combinations. Approaches to eliminate hard cases are also considered. Before the nal step, we know small regions in which points of an optimal packing must reside. In the nal step, we guess an optimal packing and use an elimination procedure to prove that it is optimal.
Finding Initial Combinations
First of all, we need a lower bound on d n . This lower bound, d low , is obtained from the densest known packing of n circles. Moreover, care must be taken that d low is less than the value obtained in this way, so that the nite precision of the oating point arithmetic will not a ect the results. Now the square is tiled in such a way that the maximum distance between two points in a tile (the diameter of the tile) is smaller than the aforementioned bound. Consequently, no two points in an optimum packing can be in the same tile.
We denote the total number of tiles by t. The next step is to consider all possible ways of choosing n out of t tiles. The chosen tiles contain a point and they are called full. Other tiles are called empty. By taking symmetries into account, we need not consider all possible combinations. As the symmetry group of a square, D 4 , has order 8 and the symmetry group of a rectangle, D 2 , has order 4, these orders give the maximum factors by which the number of cases can be reduced. The exact number of remaining cases can be calculated using Burnside's lemma.
Theorem 1 (Burnside) Let G be a group acting on a set X. For g 2 G let (g) denote the number of elements of X xed by g. Then the number of orbits of G is In our case, X is the set of all possible choices of n full tiles, and G is one of the two aforementioned symmetry groups.
Eliminating Combinations
Now, we try to eliminate combinations that cannot contain a packing with minimum distance at least d low . We do this by eliminating parts of full tiles until, hopefully, one of them is completely eliminated, in which case we can discard the combination. The area of a full tile that has not yet been eliminated is called active. Only the active area of a tile can contain a point. Initially the whole area of full tiles of a combination is active. This area is reduced by considering the active area of other full cells.
Where each tile in 2] is divided into smaller squares (division in two directions), we divide the tiles into rectangles (division in only one direction). The elimination goes as in 2], with the di erence that here the rectangles are made smaller and smaller (and completely eliminated), whereas in 2] squares are eliminated. Sometimes a part in the middle of a rectangle can be eliminated; to keep the algorithms and data structures simple, no elimination is done in that case. Figure  1 illustrates this process where the left full tile a is used to eliminate active areas in the other tiles. The shaded parts of tiles b and c can be eliminated, whereas tile d is not a ected.
Initially, each tile consists of only one rectangle. When no area can be eliminated any more, rectangles with active area are split into two rectangles. This is repeated until either a full tile has no active area or a prescribed number of splits has been done; in the latter case, the combination is a candidate for containing an optimal packing. Figure 2 illustrates how active area of the optimal combination for n = 7 is eliminated.
Eliminating Hard Cases
The previous step is sometimes not able to eliminate all combinations that cannot contain a packing with minimum distance at least d low . This happens especially when there are several good packings close to each other. It is possible to cope with this problem in several ways.
One possibility is to continue the procedure in the previous subsection and consider even narrower rectangles. Unfortunately this is a time-consuming approach and we are still not able to eliminate many cases that cannot contain an optimal packing.
A better approach following the ideas in 2] is to split the problem into subproblems at a certain stage. This is here done by choosing a full tile and by separately treating all rectangles with active area, one by one (assuming that the rectangle in consideration is the only active area in its full tile). In some cases even more elaborate methods for dividing the problem into subproblems are necessary.
Proof of Optimality
The approach in the proof of optimality was rst used by Schaer to (manually) prove optimality of the densest packing of 9 circles 13]; see also the papers by Kirchner and Wengerodt 8, 14, 15, 16] .
When all but the (possibly more than one) combinations leading to optimal packings have been eliminated, the process of splitting rectangles can be continued to get more and more accurate solutions. However, in this way one will never nd the exact solution but only better and better approximations.
After the previous steps of the algorithm we know the (small) regions in which points of an optimal packing can reside. We now guess an optimal packing (that is, which points are at minimum distance from each other) and construct the corresponding system of equations. In many cases (especially when there are strong symmetries in the solution), the system can be solved symbolically. The existence of these packings can be veri ed easily, because the coordinates of the points can be computed symbolically. In the cases where the exact values cannot be found, we solve the system numerically to get approximate positions of the points of a solution, p 0 i . In these cases, using the interval Newton/bisection program INTBIS 7], we prove that such a packing really exists with points p i for which jp 0 i ?p i j < d 0 holds for some given small d 0 .
Next, we draw congruent error squares (circles are used in 2], but in 8, 13, 14, 15, 16] Schaer and others indeed used squares) of side r around the points p 0 i (which are in the center), such that the active area remaining from the previous steps of the algorithm is within these squares (this requirement must also hold if the squares are drawn around the points p i ). For a point on a side, only a half square is used, and for a point in a corner, a quarter of a square is used. A square that is around a point not on a side must t within the unit square (both with p 0 i and p i as a center).
Finally, an elimination procedure similar to that in the previous step is started. This elimination procedure can be used to prove optimality whenever the following theorem can be applied. Proof. The premises of the theorem state that within a nite number of steps in the computed elimination process, each of the active areas around the points p 0 i are reduced. Let us denote the process consisting of these rst k eliminations by P 0 1 . The proof of the theorem is structured as follows.
In the rst part of the proof we will show that there exists another elimination process, P 1 , with speci c properties. The process P 1 consists of k eliminations (like P 0 1 ) and it will start with active areas congruent to those of P 0 1 . In P 1 the areas are centered around the points p i . We will prove that whenever an active area is reduced in P 0 1 , a congruent area reduction can be performed in P 1 . Note that since we will not have to actually compute the elimination process P 1 , we can assume exact arithmetic in P 1 and use the reductions in In the second part of the proof we will show that the elimination process P 1 can be extended to an in nitely long elimination process P where the sides of the error squares tend to zero; the guessed packing is thus the unique best packing within the original error squares.
First part of the proof: existence of P 1 . The proof is by induction. Initially, all corresponding active areas in P 0 1 and P 1 are congruent. Assume that this holds at some stage. In the next step, active area around p 0 a is reduced. We shall now show that active area around p a can be reduced in P 1 to get a congruent new active area. The idea is to use a slightly larger value of d low in P 1 , namely d low2 = d low + 2d 0 < d n .
Take any point x 0 that is in the area to be eliminated (around p 0 a ). The point x 0 is then at distance less than d low from all points in another active area around p 0 b . Now, a point x that is in the active area around p a and congruent to x 0 is at distance less than Second part of the proof: extension of P 1 . In the second and nal part of the proof we construct an elimination process P where the active areas will converge to the packing with points p i . The active area around p i is reduced from active squares of side r to t within squares of side qr by P 1 . We show that the existence of process P i implies that there is another elimination process, P i+1 , which starts with error squares resulting from P i (sides equal to q i r) and reduces the active areas to t within squares with sides equal to q (i+1) r by using the same number of steps as in P i . Clearly, by concatenating all the elimination processes P 1 , P 2 , : : : we obtain an elimination procedure where the sides of the error squares tend to zero and thus the points p i form the best possible packing within the original error squares. Furthermore, the best packing is unique; should it not be the case, there would not be an elimination process where the square sides converge to zero. Now we can use for d low the exact value of d for the packing with points p i , because the existence of such a packing has been proven separately. We have already proven that P 1 performs a required reduction in the active areas. Now assume that P i reduces the error squares from q (i? 1) r to q i r. We show that at each stage all parts of the new elimination procedure P i+1 (starting from active squares of side q i r) are homothetic with scaling factor q with those of P i . Initially, this is clearly the case. For induction, assume that this holds at some stage. In the next step, active area around p a is reduced in P i . We shall now show that active area around p a can be reduced in P i+1 to get a homothetic new active area. Take any point x 0 that is in the area to be eliminated. The point x 0 is then at distance less than d from all points in another active area around p b . Take one such point, y 0 . Let x (y) be on the line going through p a and x 0 (p b and y 0 ), such that x = p a + q(x 0 ? p a ) (y = p b + q(y 0 ? p b )); see Figure 4 . Now the distance between x and y is less than d (this is easily calculated; see also 2, 12]), and x is in the area that can be eliminated in procedure P i+1 . This concludes the proof.
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To be precise, the maximal error in a calculation due to nite precision of the computer used (e) must also be taken into account (d low + 2d 0 + e < d n ).
The Results
We shall here show how the method presented in the previous section can be used to get an optimality proof for the case n = 7. Schaer wrote a manuscript containing an outline of a proof, but it remained unpublished; we ll here that gap in the circle packing literature. but by taking symmetries into account this number is reduced to 8. By using the elimination procedure (Section 2.3) and stopping it after 5 rounds, 2 combinations remain: 111110101 and 101111101, where a 1 represents a full tile and a 0 represents an empty tile, starting from the leftmost, lowermost tile and proceeding upwards row after row. The second of these cannot be eliminated by using more rounds instead the ideas described in Section 2.4 can be used. Finally, it is not di cult to show that the rigid structure of 6 circles indeed exists, and the prerequisites of Theorem 2 are ful lled as convergence occurs with error squares of, for example, size 0.01 (and the original procedure is able to eliminate area so that active area ts into these error squares).
The method has further been used to nd optimal packings for 21 n 26. It is feasible to consider even larger values of n by using an initial phase in which packings in parts of a square are found and combined to reduce the number of combinations to be considered in the main elimination procedure. Due to lack of space these results will be published elsewhere 11]. The approach can with minor modi cations be used for packings in others geometrical objects (such as equilateral triangles and circles).
